CONCLUSION
The term border management often refers to the procedures and the technology enablers that are applied to persons and objects crossing the border to ensure compliance with laws and regulations.

It also includes how different agencies are organized and how the physical infrastructure, building facilities and security arrangements are designed and managed.

Border Management is more than border control, it is the only way to effectively handle the challenge increased travel & trade pose to national security.

WHY KGH BORDER SERVICES?
Modern Border Management can facilitate legitimate travel & trade and ensure safety and security from a multi-agency perspective by increasing coordination, using new processes, modern working methods and adopting latest technology.

KGH Border Services is an independent consulting department within the KGH Group, assisting Government agencies with implementation of state-of-the-art Border Management Solutions.
INTRODUCTION
The increase in trade & travel requires a change in how borders are managed in order to be able to provide a smooth movement of traffic with maintained safety and security.

Various kinds of controls including physical inspections are traditionally the tools for Border Agencies to exercise control.

Modern border management is a shift of paradigm where the need for security is balanced in a different way to meet the challenges of increased traffic and need for faster border crossing procedures.

COOPERATION
Securing and managing borders in a modern and efficient way is a complex task that involves many different government agencies and professional skill-sets.

Close cooperation with the private sector is essential. Business & trade are well positioned to identify risks in their international supply chain and to provide pre-information.

Successful border management also requires structured communication and cooperation with border agencies in other countries.

SINGLE WINDOW
An important tool for modern border management is the implementation of a Single Window solution, which will facilitate the collection, assessment and dissemination of relevant information.

PROCESSES
The individual approach from different border agencies - in terms of operating procedures, administrative competencies, resource constraints, and development ambitions - vary greatly. These local differences must be reflected in the design and implementation of border management modernisation processes.

Hence, the processes – the how and what of the daily work in your organization which will contribute to the overall objectives and goals – are your most important tool.

Modern management of your border processes will automatically benefit national as well as global security.

State-of-the-art Border Management is integrated Border Management which is when different Border Agencies review their processes together in order to better work towards the same goal – secured borders which still allow the efficient and smooth movement of people and goods.

RISK MANAGEMENT
Border Management requires modern risk management with an integrated approach capable of managing input from any stakeholder.

Through improved cooperation with access to pre-information, risk management will have a huge opportunity to succeed and becoming the crucial tool needed.

“A COMPLEX 24/7 SECURE GLOBAL SUPPLY CHAIN REQUIRES AN INTEGRATED GOVERNMENTAL TRADE MANAGEMENT APPROACH”

BENEFITS
The Border Management approach will benefit:
- Smooth Flow of Traffic;
- Clear Management;
- Predictability;
- Integrated Processes;
- Risk Based Controls;
- Aligned Technology;
- Multilayered Security; and
- Harmonized Working Methods (SOP).

STANDARDS
Border management modernization should meet recognized guidelines and standards and balance security with trade facilitation.

SOLUTIONS
Our service is focused on your business, we work with independent partners to complement our skills and we tailor our expertise to meet your needs.

PROCESSES
Border Management processes all contribute to the safeguarding of national security, wealth, health and well-being of the community at large.